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ESPRESSO SPOON 6 PCS. IN
STAINLESS STEEL EGG
Serie: Silver plated Serie: silver Serie:
Mood 120 g versilbert
Order number: 3170660315824
Hersteller: Christofle

€420.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Espresso Spoon 6 pcs. in stainless steel egg"

Manufacturer: Christofle
Series: Mood
Height: 13 cm
Diameter: 8.7 cm
Material: Design egg made from stainless steel with walnut wood insert, silver-plated espresso spoons
Dishwasher-safe espresso spoons
Suitable for 6 persons

Christofle, Mood, espresso spoons 6-piece silver-plated with case (stainless steel egg)

The 6-piece set of silver-plated espresso spoons is an extension of Christofle's Mood series and, like its larger predecessors, boasts a puristic
design and clear, timeless lines. Stored in the avant-garde design egg, French manufacturer Christofle reinterprets the rules of dining culture and
offers unforgettable, elegant coffee moments. The mirror polished stainless steel egg is adorned with the Christofle coat of arms on the outside,
while the inside features a walnut wood insert which holds the six dishwasher-safe espresso spoons. Sugar sachets can be offered in the central
rounded opening. This eye-catcher is also available in the same size in a copper-colored design egg with espresso spoons refined with rose gold.

About Christofle

With the Mood cutlery series, Christofle has rung in a new era of exclusive dining culture: The cutlery is no longer arranged at the individual places,
but placed in a design egg in the middle of the table for all guests. With the Mood series, Christofle makes a contemporary statement that
captivates with its modern and straightforward design.

The traditional French company Christofle is a master in the processing of silver. With passionate craftsmanship and perfection, the luxury brand
produces exclusive cutlery, as well as tableware, jewelry, accessories, barware and home decoration in its manufactory in Yainville in Normandy. In
doing so, Christofle combines tradition and expertise from almost 200 years of company history with the highest quality, elegance and zeitgeist in
its exquisite products.

Related links to "Espresso Spoon 6 pcs. in stainless steel egg"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Christofle

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=3170660315824
https://www.franzen.de/en/christofle/
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